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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ANALYZING ALARM CORRELATION, SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR CHECKING ALARM CORRELATION ANALYZING DEVICE

(57) A system for checking an apparatus for analyz-
ing correlation of alarms is provided, and the system
(900) comprises: a driving module (904) configured to
emulate a network element, construct an alarm in a pre-
determined alarm correlation rule table, and report the
alarm to the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of
the alarms; and a checking module (906) configured to

check whether the output result of the apparatus for an-
alyzing the correlation of the alarms for the alarm con-
forms to rules in the alarm correlation rule table. In addi-
tion, a method for checking an apparatus for analyzing
correlation of alarms is also provided. Meanwhile, a
method and an apparatus for determining a correlation
matrix of alarms, a method and an apparatus for analyz-
ing correlation of alarms are also provided.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to computer and communication field, and in particular to a method and an
apparatus for analyzing correlation of alarms and a system and methods for checking the apparatus for analyzing
correlation of alarms.

Background of the Invention

[0002] The increasing expansion of the scale of the Internet and the higher and higher requirements on network
transmission promote the continue development of communication technologies. In the network of a communication
system, when a physical device or a software module is failed, an event report for transmitting fault information is
produced, and such an event report is referred to as an alarm. Since the network of the communication system comprises
a plurality of interconnected devices, during the actual operation of the network, the fault of a component will lead to a
great number of alarms in the network, which is the called alarm storm. In order to locate and process a fault in the great
number of alarms, maintainers need to check all the alarms one by one in combination with a service configuration; and
thus, the speed for locating and processing the fault is low, and the accuracy and the reliability for locating and processing
the fault are also low due to the over-reliance on the knowledge and experience of the maintainers.
[0003] Aiming at the current situation of alarm analysis, it is urgently needed to enable a network management system
to analyze correlation of alarms intelligently. The reasons for the generating an alarm and the location of the alarm can
be found according to the location and the type of the alarm, so as to filter alarm information effectively, reduce reports
of redundant information, optimize alarm management functions of a network management, and help the user analyze
and locate a network fault quickly. However, a determination is made mainly based on correlation rules among alarms
during a process for analyzing the correlation of the alarms. Generally, each device manufacturer artificially predefines
some correlation rules according to internal rules for generating alarms of a device and engineering experience; redundant
alarms are filtered according to the correlation rules; the correlation among the alarms are analyzed; and a root alarm
and the derivate alarms thereof can be distinguished, so as to help the user analyze and locate the network fault fast,
which is as shown in Fig. 1. Root alarm, as the name implies, means a source which generates alarms in a network,
that is, the generation of the root alarm causes the generation of a series of alarms; and the derivate alarms means the
series of alarms which are caused by the root alarm and are generated and disappeared with the root alarm. For instance,
an alarm A generates an alarm B, and the alarm B further generates an alarm C. In this case, the alarm A is the root
alarm of the alarms B and C, and alarms B and C are derivate alarms of the alarm A.
[0004] The correlation rules of the correlation of the alarms are the key for the analyzing the correlation during the
correlation analysis of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarm. In the alarm storm, the key for analyzing
the correlation is how to quickly and accurately query the correlation rules of the correlation of the alarms to locate the
root alarm. At present, the majority of artificially-defined correlation rules are stored one by one, which has the following
problems:

1) an unclear recursive relationship: the correlation rules among alarms are artificially predetermined according to
the internal rules for generating alarms in the device and the engineering experience; since there are many kinds
of device alarms, rules for generating the alarms are complicated, and the number of the correlation rules is great,
only relative direct correlations can be artificially determined, while the recursive relationship is determined by a
correlation analysis module;
2) no presentation of priority: it is assumed that both an alarm E and an alarm F can generate an alarm D, and
according to rules for generating alarms in a device and maintenance experience, the alarm D is caused by the
alarm E at a higher probability than by the alarm F, that is to say, when the alarms E, F and D exist at the same
time, the priority of the alarm E being the root alarm is higher; and however, a one-by-one storage rule cannot
present such a priority; and
3) a low analysis speed: a great number of alarms occur instantaneously during the alarm storm, querying the
correlation rules one-by-one for each alarm and analyzing the priority and the recursion is time-consuming; it is
assumed that the number of the alarms is N and the number of the correlation rules is M, consumed time is O(MN2),
wherein O() is a complexity function; and O(MN2) denotes that the consumed time is directly proportional to MN2.

[0005] Therefore, there is a need for a solution to quickly and accurately determine correspondence between root
alarms in a series of alarms and derivate alarms thereof so as to quickly and accurately locate a fault, so as to solve the
problems in the related art.
[0006] Besides, since many device manufacturers have developed apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the
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alarms, how to check the application and the validity of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarms and
determine whether the system meets all the predetermined correlation rules becomes another intractable problem for
network operators.
[0007] Existing checking method, which checks the alarms by constructing corresponding alarm of each rule in the
device one by one, has the following disadvantages:

a device limitation: in existing network environment, each site carries a large number of services; since all the alarms
involved in the rules are related to the services and are the alarms with high severity level, it is difficult to construct
the alarms involved in the rule on a device without causing affect the services; and besides, in order to construct
the alarms on a real device, an operation maintainer needs to master the internal rules for generating alarms in the
devices of different manufacturers, which is undoubtedly a challenge for the operation maintainer;
a low validation speed: all the rules are traversed, and the alarms corresponding to each rule is generated in an
environment constructed on a real device, which consume long time, and lead to an extremely low checking speed;

1) it being impossible to check the recursive relationship: the rules are artificially predetermined by each device
manufacturer according to the internal rules for generating alarms in the device and the engineering experience,
since there are many kinds of device alarms, the rules for generating the alarms are complicated, and the
number of the rules is great, only the direct correlation can be artificially determined; and therefore, the recursive
relationship cannot be checked when checking the rules one-by-one; and
2) incomplete priority checking: it is assumed that both the alarm E and the alarm F can generate the alarm D,
and according to rules for generating alarms in a device and maintenance experience, the alarm D is caused
by the alarm E at a higher probability than by the alarm F, that is to say, when the alarms E, F and D exist at
the same time, the priority of the alarm E being the root alarm is higher; however, a one-by-one storage rule
cannot present the priority; and even the alarms D, E and F are constructed for checking in one step, only the
priorities of the alarms E and F can be checked, so the checking cannot be performed completely if there is a
recursion priority.

[0008] Therefore, there is a need for a solution to a check whether an apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the
alarms meet all correlation rules predetermined by it self, so as to solve the problems in the related art.

Summary of the Invention

[0009] The present invention provides a method and an apparatus for analyzing correlation of alarms which can
analyze the correlation of the alarms rapidly and effectively, and a system for checking whether the apparatus for
analyzing the correlation of the alarms manufactured by each device manufacturer meets all the correlation rules pre-
determined by the device manufacturer, so as to overcome the defects such as the device limitation caused by the
traditional checking mode.
[0010] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a method for determining a correlation matrix of alarms
is provided, which comprises: determining correlation of the alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises corre-
spondence between derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship among the direct root
alarms corresponding to a same derivate alarm; and generating a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms according
to the correlation of the alarms, and generating the correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted layered
directed graph.
[0011] Preferably, the correlation also comprises source points of the alarms and reasons for generating the alarms.
[0012] Preferably, the step of generating a weighted layered directed graph of alarms according to the correlation of
the alarms comprises: placing a derivate alarm in a layer below the direct root alarms corresponding thereto, and
indicating the correspondence between a direct root alarm and the derivate alarm by a unidirectional arrow, wherein if
the derivate alarm corresponds to at least two direct root alarms, unidirectional arrows between the at least two direct
root alarms and the derivate alarm are arranged clockwise from left to right according to a priority order, and weights
corresponding to priorities of the unidirectional arrows are marked on the unidirectional arrows.
[0013] Preferably, when an alarm has at least two layers in the weighted layered directed graph, the alarm is located
in the lowest layer of the at least two layers in the weighted layered directed graph.
[0014] Preferably, the step of generating the correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted layered directed
graph comprises: searching the weighted layered directed graph from top to down and, for each layer, from left to right;
orderly taking all alarms searched out as matrix elements in the first column of the correlation matrix; for each matrix
element alarm in the first column, searching, according to in-degree thereof, from left to right in a clockwise direction,
for parent nodes of the matrix element alarm and in the searched out patent nodes, taking an alarm node in a highest
layer and with a smallest weight as a matrix element in the second column of the matrix element alarm, and an alarm
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node in a second highest layer and with a second smallest weight as a matrix element in the third column of the matrix
element alarm, and repeating the process until a parent node in a lowest layer and with a highest weight is searched.
[0015] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a method for analyzing correlation of alarms is
provided, and comprises: determining correlation of alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises correspondence
between derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship among the direct root alarms corre-
sponding to a same derivate alarm; generating a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms according to the correlation
of the alarms, and generating a correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted layered directed graph; and
outputting the root alarms and the derivate alarm thereof in generated alarms according to matched cases between the
generated alarms and matrix element alarms in the rows of the correction matrix. Preferably, a step of matching the
generated alarms and the matrix element alarms in the rows of the correlation matrix comprises: for each alarm in the
generated alarms, searching a correlation rule matrix for rows starting with the alarm, and searching all the generated
alarms starting from the second column to find whether there is a matched alarm, wherein if there is a matched alarm,
a root alarm corresponding to the alarm is found.
[0016] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, an apparatus for determining a correlation matrix
of alarms is provided, and comprises: a determination unit configured to determine correlation of the alarms, wherein
the correlation at least comprises correspondence between derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority
relationship among the direct root alarms corresponding to a same derivate alarm; a weighted layered directed graph
generation unit configured to generate a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms according to the correlation of
the alarms; and a correlation matrix generation unit configured to generate a correlation matrix of the alarms according
to the weighted layered directed graph.
[0017] Preferably, the weighted layered directed graph generation unit generating the weighted layered directed graph
of the alarms weighted layered directed graph according to the correlation of the alarms comprises: placing a derivate
alarm in a layer below the direct root alarms corresponding thereto, and indicating the correspondence between a direct
root alarm and the derivate alarm by a unidirectional arrow, wherein if the derivate alarm corresponds to at least two
direct root alarms, unidirectional arrows between the at least two direct root alarms and the derivate alarm are arranged
clockwise from left to right according to a priority order, and weights corresponding to priorities of the unidirectional
arrows are marked on the unidirectional arrows.
[0018] Preferably, when an alarm has at least two layers in the weighted layered directed graph, the alarm is located
in a lowest layer of the at least two layers in the weighted layered directed graph.
[0019] Preferably, the correlation matrix generation unit generating the correlation matrix of the alarms according to
the weighted layered directed graph comprises: searching the weighted layered directed graph from top to down and,
for each layer, from left to right; orderly taking all alarms searched out as matrix elements in the first column of the
correlation matrix; for each matrix element alarm in the first column, searching, according to in-degree thereof, from left
to right in a clockwise direction in the weighted layered directed graph, for parent nodes of the matrix element alarm;
and in the searched out parent nodes, taking an alarm node in a highest layer and with a smallest weight as a matrix
element in the second column of the matrix element alarm, and an alarm node in a second highest layer and with a
second smallest weight as a matrix element in the third column of the matrix element alarm, and repeating the process
until a parent node in a lowest layer and with a highest weight is searched.
[0020] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, an apparatus for analyzing correlation of alarms
is provided, and comprises: a determination unit configured to determine correlation of alarms, wherein the correlation
at least comprises correspondence between derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship
among the direct root alarms corresponding to a same derivate alarm; a weighted layered directed graph generation
unit configured to generate a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms according to the correlation of the alarms;
a correlation matrix generation unit configured to generate an correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted
layered directed graph; an alarm matching unit configured to match generated alarms with matrix element alarms in the
rows of the correlation matrix; and a result output unit configured to output the root alarms and the derivate alarms
thereof in the generated alarms according to matched cases between the generated alarms and the matrix element
alarms in the rows of the correction matrix.
[0021] Preferably, for each alarm in the generated alarms, the alarm matching unit searches a correlation rule matrix
for rows starting with the alarm, and searches all the generated alarms starting from the second column to find whether
there is a matched alarm, wherein if there is a matched alarm, a root alarm corresponding to the alarm is found.
[0022] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a system for checking an apparatus for analyzing
correlation of alarms is provided, and comprises: a driving module configured to emulate network elements, construct
alarms in a predetermined alarm correlation rule table, and report the alarms to the apparatus for analyzing the correlation
of the alarms; and a checking module configured to check whether the output results of the apparatus for analyzing the
correlation of the alarms for the alarms conform to rules in the alarm correlation rule table.
[0023] The system also comprises: a database module configured to store the predetermined alarm correlation rule
table.
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[0024] In the system, the checking module is also configured to record whether the output result of the apparatus for
analyzing the correlation of the alarms conforms to all the rules in the predetermined alarm correlation rule table.
[0025] In the system, the alarm correlation rule table has a correlation rule matrix data structure; in the matrix data
structure, the first column comprises all the alarms in the predetermined alarm correlation rule table, and all root alarms
corresponding to an alarm in the first column of each row are listed in columns from the second column to the last valued
column of the row; and the second column comprises recursive root alarms with a first priority, the third column comprises
recursive root alarms with a second priority, and the rest columns can be deduced in the same manner; from the second
column to the last valued column, the respective column values in each column are identical.
[0026] In the system, a set of column values in the first columns of respective rows where the identical values are
located is a set of all derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding to the identical values in the column; and the alarm is
a root alarm if there is no value in the second column.
[0027] In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a method for checking an apparatus for analyzing
correlation of alarms is provided, and comprises: emulating network elements, constructing alarms in a predetermined
alarm correlation rule table, and reporting the alarm to the apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation; and checking
whether the output results of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of alarms for the alarms conform to rules in the
alarm correlation rule table.
[0028] The method also comprises a step of: recording whether the output results of the apparatus for analyzing the
correlation of the alarms for the alarms conform to the rules in the alarm correlation rule table.
[0029] The method also comprises a step of: generating a correlation rule data matrix having a correlation rule matrix
data structure according to the alarm correlation rule table.
[0030] In the method, in the correlation rule data matrix, the first column comprises all the alarms in the alarm correlation
rule table, and all the root alarms corresponding to the alarms in the first column are listed in the columns from the
second column to the last valued column in each row; the second column comprises recursive root alarms with a first
priority, the third column comprises recursive root alarms with a second priority, and the rest columns can be deduced
in the same manner; from the second column to the last valued column, the respective column values in each column
are identical; and a set of column values in the first columns of respective rows where the identical values are located
is a set of all derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding to the identical values in the column.
[0031] Preferably, the step of analyzing the output result of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarms
comprises: checking whether the root alarm of the alarm is a value in the second column corresponding to the alarm in
the correlation rule matrix, or checking whether the derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding to a value in the second
column comprise the set of the alarms corresponding to the values in the first column that is corresponding to the values
in the second column, if it is determined to be yes, determining that the alarm corresponding to the values in the second
column is the root alarm of the alarm; clearing the alarm of the second column to make the alarm be a history alarm;
checking whether the root alarm of the alarm is a value in the third column corresponding to the alarm in the correlation
rule matrix, or checking whether the derivate alarms of the alarm of the values in the third column comprise the set of
the alarms corresponding to the values in the first column that is corresponding to the value of the third column, if it is
determined to be yes, determining that the alarm corresponding to the values in the third column is the root alarm of the
alarm; clearing the alarm of the third column to make the alarm be a history alarm; and repeating the above process
until all the alarms corresponding to values of valued columns are cleared.
[0032] Preferably, the alarm is a root alarm if there is no value in the second column.
[0033] In the present invention, the correlation matrix of the alarms is determined by the apparatus for analyzing the
correlation of the alarms first, the root alarms and the derivate alarms thereof in the series of generated alarms are
determined by the method and apparatus for analyzing the correlation, and so that the determination of the root alarms
and the derivate alarms thereof from the series of generated alarms is facilitated. Moreover, by emulating the network
element and constructing the alarms to check whether the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarms manu-
factured by each device manufacturer conforms to all the correlation rules predetermined by the device manufacturer,
the present invention overcomes the limitation in real devices caused by the conventional checking mode, improves the
checking speed and makes the recursion relationships and priorities of the alarms to be checked thoroughly.
[0034] Other features and advantages of the present invention will be described in the following description and partly
become obvious from the description, or be understood by implementing the present invention. The objects and other
advantages of the present invention can be realized and obtained through the structures indicated by the description,
claims and drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0035] Drawings, provided for further understanding of the present invention and forming a part of the specification,
are used to explain the present invention together with embodiments of the present invention rather than to limit the
present invention, wherein:
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Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of an apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation in the conventional art;
Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method for determining the correlation matrix of the alarms according to the embodiments
of the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the structure of a weighted layered directed graph of alarms according to the
embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the matrix elements in the first column of the correlation matrix of
the alarms according to the embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the correlation matrix of the alarms according to the embodiments
of the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a method for analyzing the alarm correlation according to the embodiments of the present
invention;
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of the structure of an apparatus for determining the correlation matrix of the alarms
according to the embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of the structure of an apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation according to the
embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a block diagram of a checking system according to the embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart of a checking method according to the embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 11 is a flowchart of another checking method according to the embodiments of the present invention;
Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram of a correlation rule matrix with a cleared second column according to the embodiments
of the present invention; and
Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram of a correlation rule matrix having a last column according to the embodiments of
the present invention.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

[0036] The embodiments of the present invention are described in detail hereinafter with reference to accompanying
drawings.
[0037] Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a method for determining a correlation matrix of alarms in the present invention. As
shown in Fig. 2, the method for determining the correlation matrix of the alarms comprises the following steps S202 to
S206.
[0038] Step S202: read and analyze all the alarm correlation rules established to determine the correlation among
directly-correlated alarms.
the artificially predetermined correlation rules of each alarm is tabulated, wherein the table has a left column and a right
column, which respectively represent derivate alarms and possible root alarms thereof. Each of the two columns com-
prises two columns: source points of the alarms and alarm reasons. One derivate alarm may have many root alarms.
The sequence of all the possible root alarms in the table denotes the priorities of the possible root alarms triggering the
derivate alarms, and a root alarm at a more frontal location in the table has a higher priority. Additionally, this table only
describes alarms with direct relationships, as shown in Table 1.

[0039] The correlation of the alarms involved in the present invention is described by taking an optical network as an
example. As shown in Table 1, A represents an alarm for the dislocation of a single board (OA board); B represents an

Table 1

Derivate alarm Root alarm

Source point Alarm type Source point Alarm type

STM-N optical interface LOS Single board (OA board) Dislocation of the single board

STM-N optical interface No installation of an optical module

MS AIS STM-N optical interface LOS

MS RDI STM-N optical interface LOS

MS AIS

AU4 AIS STM-N optical interface LOS

MS AIS

AU4 LOP
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alarm for an unauthenticated optical module of a synchronous transmission module level N (STM-N) optical interface;
C represents an alarm for the loss of pointer (LOP) in an administrative unit (AU) 4; D represents an alarm for the loss
of signal (LOS) of the STM-N optical interface; E represents an alarm for a multiplex section-remote defect indication
(MS-RDI); F represents a multiplex section alarm indication signal (MS-AIS); and G represents an AU 4 alarm indication
signal (AU4-AIS). A correlation table, in which the alarms are represented with letters, is shown in Table 2.

[0040] The correlation of the alarms shown in Table 2 is that: both A and B can trigger D, wherein the priority of A is
higher than that of B; D can trigger F; both D and F can trigger E, wherein the priority of D is higher than that of F; and
anyone of D, F, and C can trigger G, wherein the sequence of priorities of D, F and C is D>F>C.
[0041] Step S204: generate a weighted layered directed graph according to the correlation of the alarms. The principle
of generating the weighted layered directed graph is: placing derivate alarms in a layer below the direct root alarms
corresponding thereto, and indicating the correspondence between the direct root alarms and the derivate alarms thereof
by unidirectional arrows, wherein if a derivate alarm corresponds to at least two direct root alarms, the unidirectional
arrows between the at least two direct root alarms and the derivate alarm are arranged clockwise from left to right
according to a priority order, and weights corresponding to the priorities of the unidirectional arrow are marked on the
unidirectional arrows. When an alarm can be located in at least two layers in the weighted layered directed graph, the
alarm will be located in the lowest layer of the at least two layers in the weighted layered directed graph.
[0042] Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the structure of a weighted layered directed graph of alarms in the present
invention. As shown in Fig. 3, A and B are root alarms, neither of which is a derivate alarm of any alarm. Both A and B
are located on the top layer of the weighted layered directed graph, and can trigger the derivate alarm D, wherein the
priority of A is higher than that of B; therefore, D is taken as a child node of A and B, and both A and B point to D. Since
the priority of A is higher than that of B, A is placed on the left of B, and the weight on the arrow A→D is marked to be
1, while the weight on the arrow B→D is marked to be 2.
[0043] Since D can trigger F, F is placed in a layer below D; and F has only one root alarm, and therefore, the weight
of F is 0, wherein the weight ’0’ is not marked. Both D and F can trigger E, and the priority of D is higher than that of F.
It can be seen from the figure that both D and F can trigger E, and D and F are located in different layers. That is to say,
E can be deemed to be in the same layer with F or in a layer below F; and in this case, according to the above principle,
E should be located in the lowest layer of the two layers, i.e., a layer below F. Additionally, since the priority of D is higher
than that of F, F is drawn on the right side of D in a clockwise direction and marked with a corresponding weight. D, F
and C all can trigger G, and the sequence of priorities of D, F and C is D>F>C. Besides, since D can trigger F, G is
placed in a layer below F; since no alarm can trigger C, that is, C is a root alarm which is not a derivate alarm of any
alarm; C is placed at the right side of the top layer. At the same time, three directed arrows are correspondingly marked
with weights: 1, 2 and 3.
[0044] Apparently, although a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms is exemplarily illustrated herein, other
weighted layered directed graphs can be generated according to the aforementioned principle because the relationship
among all the alarms is similar.
[0045] Step S206: generate a correlation matrix according to the weighted layered directed graph.
[0046] First, the weighted layered directed graph is searched from top to down and, for each layer, from left to right
for alarm nodes; and the searched out alarm nodes are orderly taken as elements in the first column of the matrix. Taking
the weighted layered directed graph shown in Fig. 3 as an example, and as shown in Fig. 4, the search result in the first
column of the correlation matrix are ABCDFEG.
[0047] Then, for each matrix element alarm in the first column of the correlation matrix, according to in-degree thereof,

Table 2

Derivate alarm Root alarm

D A

B

F D

E D

F

G D

F

C
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parent nodes are searched for, from left to right in a clockwise direction; an alarm node in a highest layer and with a
smallest weight is taken as a matrix element alarm in the second column of the alarm matrix element, i.e., a recursive
root alarm with a first priority; an alarm node in a second highest layer and with a second smallest weight is taken as a
matrix element in the third column of the alarm matrix element; and similar search process is performed continuously
until the rightmost parent node in a bottom layer with a highest weight is searched. The root alarm that is repeatedly
searched during a search process is skipped and a next search is performed. Each of the rows ABCDEFG are described
in detail hereinafter.
[0048] For alarms A, B and C, since no parent nodes can be searched out and therefore the root alarms of alarms A,
B and C are null. The following detailed description is given by taking the alarm G as an example: the in-degree of G in
the clockwise direction is D, F and C. Starting from D, A and B are searched out; since the layer of A is the highest and
the weight thereof is the smallest, A is taken as a root alarm with the first priority; since B is on a same layer with A but
has a higher weight than A, B is taken as a root alarm with the second priority; and since D is located on the lowest
layer, D is taken as a root alarm with the third priority.
[0049] Then a search is performed starting from F to find A, B and D; and since A, B and D have already been searched
out, A, B and D will be skipped, and only F is taken as a root alarm with the fourth priority.
[0050] At last, a search is performed starting from C and only C is found, and therefore C is taken as a root alarm with
the fifth priority.
[0051] Thus, the root alarms of G are arranged, according to the priorities and recursion, as ABDFC.
[0052] It can be seen from the flow of the method for determining the correlation matrix of the alarms in the present
invention that the recursive root alarms with the first priority, the recursive root alarms with the second priority and so
on of each alarm generated in a network can be simply and clearly indicated; and the set of the derivate alarms of each
alarm generated in the network can also be simply and clearly indicated while the priorities and the recursion of the root
alarms are guaranteed in each level, and thus, the problems of the low analysis speed, the unclear recursive relation
and the non-guaranteed priority caused by the conventional one-by-one rule storage are overcome.
[0053] Fig. 5 shows the correlation matrix of the alarms corresponding to the weighted layered directed graph of the
alarms shown in Fig. 3. It can be easily seen that the correlation matrix shown in Fig. 5 has the following characteristics.

1) All root alarms of an alarm are listed in the columns from the second column to the last valued column of a row,
and the priority and the recursion of each root alarm are clearly guaranteed and reflected. The elements in the
second column are the recursive root alarms with the first priority; the elements in the third column are the recursive
root alarms with the second priority, and so on. In order to locate an ultimate root alarm of an alarm, the row where
the alarm is located should be located first according to the first column, and then the primary alarm in the network
found from the second column backwards is taken as the ultimate root alarm. If no alarm in the network is found
after the last valued column is searched, the alarm itself is a root alarm and has no root alarm.
2) The values in each valued column (except for the first column) are identical, and the set in the first columns of
rows where the identical values in a column are located is the set of all derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding
to the identical values in the column. Taking the correlation matrix shown in Fig. 5 as an example, all the values in
the second valued column are A, and the set in the first columns of the rows where A is located is DFEG, that is to
say, the set of all the derivate alarms of A is DFEG. Thus, the derivate alarms of one alarm can be searched out by
selecting alarms in the network from the set of all the derivate alarms thereof, which is simple and convenient.
3) The correlation rule matrix is a lower triangular matrix, and therefore half of storage space can be saved. The
generation of the lower triangular matrix depends on the specific algorithms and methods for generating the weighted
layered directed graph and the correlation matrix, thereby saving maximum space resources.

[0054] Fig. 6 is a flow chart of a method for analyzing the correlation of alarms in the present invention. As shown in
Fig. 6, the method for analyzing the correlation of alarms comprises the following steps S602 to S610.
[0055] The method for analyzing the correlation of alarms in the present invention is constructed based on the method
shown in Fig. 2, and therefore, steps S602-S606 are realized in the same way as steps S202-S206 and will not be
described in detail herein.
[0056] Step S608: analyze correlation. Perform a correlation analysis on a series of alarms generated in a network
according to the correlation matrix in combination with the specific network topology. The process of performing the
analysis according to a correlation rule matrix is as follows: for each alarm generated in the network, first searching the
correlation rule matrix for rows starting with the alarm, then searching all the generated alarms column by column starting
from the second column, and a matched alarm(s) is (are) the root alarm(s) of the alarm; and in this way, the root alarm
(s) of each alarm can be found (an alarm with no root alarm being found takes itself as a root alarm), and the time taken
by this process is O(N2) at most.
[0057] Step S610: output the root alarms and derivate alarms thereof in the generated alarms. When a series of alarms
are generated in the network, the root alarms are the core concern of a maintainer, and therefore, in the present invention,
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the root alarms are output automatically to help a maintainer locate and remove a fault. Meanwhile, in the present
invention, all the derivate alarms resulting from a root alarm and the root alarms of each derivate alarm can be provided
for view, which is convenient for users to use.
[0058] The method for analyzing the correlation of alarms in the present invention is significantly efficient in the alarm
analysis, and can rapidly analyze the correlation of alarms to locate a root alarm especially in a case where a great
number of alarms are generated in a short time.
[0059] Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of the structure of an apparatus for determining a correlation matrix of alarms in
the present invention. As shown in Fig. 7, the apparatus for determining the correlation matrix of the alarms 700 in the
present invention comprises a determination unit 702, a weighted layered directed graph generation unit 704 and a
correlation matrix generation unit 706, wherein the determination unit 702 is configured to determine the correlation of
the alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises correspondence among a derivate alarm and all direct root alarms
of the derivate alarm, and a priority relationship among the direct root alarms corresponding to a same derivate alarm;
the weighted layered directed graph generation unit 704 is configured to generate a weighted layered directed graph of
the alarms according to the correlation of the alarms, wherein the weighted layered directed graph generation unit 704
generating the weighted layered directed graph of the alarms weighted layered directed graph according to the correlation
of the alarms comprises: placing a derivate alarm in a layer below direct root alarms corresponding thereto, and indicating
the correspondence between a direct root alarm and a derivate alarm thereof by a unidirectional arrow, wherein if a
derivate alarm corresponds to at least two direct root alarms, the unidirectional arrows between the at least two direct
root alarms and the derivate alarm are arranged clockwise from left to right according to a priority order, and a weight
corresponding to the priority of a unidirectional arrow is marked on the unidirectional arrow. When an alarm has at least
two layers in the weighted layered directed graph, the alarm will be located in the lowest layer of the at least two layers
in the weighted layered directed graph. The correlation matrix generation unit 706 generating the correlation matrix of
the alarms according to the weighted layered directed graph comprises: searching the weighted layered directed graph
from top to down and, for each layer, from left to right; orderly taking all alarms searched out as matrix elements in the
first column of the correlation matrix; for each matrix element alarm in the first column, according to the in-degree thereof,
searching for parent nodes thereof, from left to right in a clockwise direction, and in the searched out parent nodes of
the matrix element alarms, taking an alarm node in a highest layer and with a smallest weight as a matrix element in
the second column of the matrix element alarm, and an alarm node in a second highest layer and with a second smallest
weight as a matrix element in the third column of the matrix element alarm; and repeating the process until the parent
node in a lowest layer and with a highest weight is searched out.
[0060] Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of the structure of an apparatus for analyzing alarm correlation in the present
invention. As shown in Fig. 8, the apparatus for analyzing alarm correlation 800 in the present invention is formed by
adding an alarm matching unit 802 and a result output unit 804 on the basis of the apparatus shown in Fig. 7, wherein
the alarm matching unit 802 is configured to match generated alarms with matrix element alarms in the rows of the
correlation matrix, and the result output unit 804 is configured to output the root alarms and derivate alarms thereof in
the generated alarms according to the match between the generated alarms and the matrix element alarms in the rows
of the correlation matrix. For each alarm in the generated alarms, the alarm matching unit 802 searches the correlation
rule matrix for rows starting with the alarm, and searches whether there is an matched alarm in the generated alarms
from the second column, wherein if there is a matched alarm, the root alarm corresponding to the alarm is found.
[0061] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating the modular structure of a checking system in the present invention. As shown
in Fig. 9, the checking system 900 comprises three modules: a database module 902, a driving module 904 and a
checking module 906, wherein the database module 902 stores an alarm correlation rule table; the driving module 904
emulates network elements and makes alarms in the alarm correlation rule table; and the checking module 906 analyzes
results output by the apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation to make a determination on whether all the rules are
met, and outputs all items meeting the rules and not meeting the rules.
[0062] In this embodiment, the method for generating the alarm correlation rule table is the same as that described
in Table 1 and Table 2 and is therefore not repeatedly described here.
[0063] The invention is described in detail hereinafter with reference to accompanying drawings in combination with
specific embodiments.
[0064] Fig. 10 is a flowchart of a checking method according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to
Fig. 10, the checking method according to the embodiment comprises the following steps S1002 to S1008.
[0065] Step S1002: the database module 902 stores an alarm correlation rule table, which is as shown in Table 2.
[0066] Step S1004: network elements are constructed on a network manager, and related configurations are performed
for them. Create network elements of various types and insert various cards for every network element on a network
manager system. Topological connections between network elements are created, and various types of high-level and
low-level services are configured to cover all the source points of alarms in the rule table.
[0067] Step S1006: the driving module 904 emulates network elements, constructs alarms row by row according to
the rule table, and reports the alarms to an apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation. In this embodiment, the first
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row of the alarm correlation rule table is described as an example; alarms A and D are constructed and reported to the
apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation.
[0068] Step S1008: the checking module 906 checks the rules row by row until all the rows are checked. Since the
alarms A and D have been constructed in step S1006, the apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation performs an
alarm analysis automatically; and the checking module 906 checks whether only A is displayed on a current root alarm
interface and whether the derivate alarms of A comprise D (or check whether only D is displayed on the current derivate
alarm interface and whether A is the root alarm of D), and if not, records that the row fails to meet the rules.
[0069] Steps S1006 and S1008 are repeatedly carried out in the same manner until the alarms G and C in the last
row are checked.
[0070] It can be seen from this embodiment that by constructing alarms in a correlation rule table row by row by
emulating network elements and checking the constructed alarms, the limitation in real devices is broken, the time spent
in the construction of an environment with real devices is significantly saved, and working efficiency is improved. However,
this row-by-row checking method still has defects such as that the checking speed is not fast enough and the recursive
relationships and priorities can not be checked thoroughly. These problems are overcome in another embodiment of
the present invention.
[0071] Fig. 11 is a flowchart of a checking method according to another embodiment of the present invention. Referring
to Fig. 11, the checking method provided in this embodiment comprises the following steps S 1102 to S1110:

Step S1102: the database module 902 stores a predetermined alarm correlation rule table which is as shown in
Table 2;
Step S 1104: a correlation rule matrix is generated for the correlation rule table and then stored.

[0072] In this step, the algorithm for generating the correlation rule matrix can be understood with reference to the
method for determining the correlation rule matrix of the alarms which is described with reference to Fig. 2- Fig. 5 and
Tables 1 and 2.
[0073] Step S 1106: network elements are constructed on a network manager, and related configurations are performed
for them. Create network elements of various types and insert various cards for every network element on a network
manager system. Topological connections between network elements are created, and various types of high-level and
low-level services are configured to cover all the source points of alarms in the rule table.
[0074] Step S1108: the driving module 904 emulates the network elements and constructs all alarms at a time. In this
embodiment, all the constructed alarms ABCDEFG comprised in the first column of the alarm correlation rule table are
reported to an apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation. In addition, a large-message alarm constructed in this step
can be stored, and it is directly loaded and sent to the network manager in the next use, which facilitates future uses.
[0075] Step S1110: the checking module 906 checks all rules using a "column-by-column elimination method".
[0076] In the step, the "column-by-column elimination method" will be described in detail hereinafter.
[0077] The step that the checking module 906 checks whether all the rules in the correlation rule matrix are met by
using the "column-by-column elimination method" is that: since all the alarms in the rules are constructed by the driving
module 904 in Step S1008 and the apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation performs a correlation analysis auto-
matically, the checking module 906 checks whether an analysis on the root alarms of each alarm is correct, that is to
say, the checking module 906 checks whether the root alarms of each alarm are the values in the second column of the
correlation rule matrix (or whether the derivate alarms of the alarms in the second column comprise the set of the alarms
in the first column corresponding thereto), if the second column value is empty, then the alarms in the first column
themselves are root alarms; then, the alarms in the second column are cleared and confirmed in the network manager
to be changed to history alarms (an automatic refresh is performed on the current alarm interface when the current alarm
becomes a history alarm), all the rest current alarms are re-analyzed to determine whether the root alarms of the rest
alarms are the values in the third column (or whether the derivate alarms of the alarms in the third column comprise the
set of the alarms in the first column corresponding thereto) of the correlation rule matrix; and the similar analysis is
performed until the alarms in all the columns are eliminated. During the checking process, the checking module 906
records all the rules that are met as well as the rules that are not met.
[0078] The specific checking process is illustrated in detail hereinafter with reference to an embodiment.
[0079] First, in the case that all alarms A, B, C, D, E, F and G exist, the checking module 906 checks whether only
alarms A, B and C are displayed on the current root alarm interface, whether the derivate alarms of A comprise alarms
D, E, F and G, whether the derivate alarms of both B and C are empty (or whether only alarms D, E, F and G are
displayed on the current derivate alarm interface, and whether the root alarms thereof are A), and records the rules that
are not met. This process is used to check whether an analysis for checking the respective recursive alarms of an alarm
with the first priority is correct.
[0080] Then, the checking module 906 performs an elimination confirming operation for alarm A, and changes the
alarm A to be a history alarm. Due to the use of emulated network elements, the elimination of the alarm A will not make
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other alarms eliminated, so the set of the current existing alarms is BCDFEG, as shown in Fig. 12. These alarms are
selected to be reanalyzed; it is checked whether only alarms B and C are displayed on the refreshed current root alarm
interface, whether the derivate alarms of the alarm B comprise D, E, F and G, and whether the derivate alarms of C are
empty (or whether only alarms D, F, E and G are displayed on the current derivate alarm window, and whether the
derivate alarms thereof are alarm B), and records the rules that are not met. This process is used to check whether an
analysis for checking the recursive alarms of an alarm with the second priority is correct.
[0081] Then, the checking module 906 eliminates alarms B, D and F orderly; and the checking process is the same
as that described above and is therefore not described repeatedly. After the elimination of alarms A, B, D and F, only
alarms C, E and G exist in the network manager, as shown in Fig. 13. These three alarms C, E and G, are selected to
be reanalyzed, so as to check whether only alarms C and E are displayed on the current root alarm interface, whether
the derivate alarm of the alarm C is G, and whether the derivate alarms of the derivate alarm E are empty (or whether
only alarm G is displayed on the current derivate alarm window, with the derivate alarm thereof being alarm C), and
records the rules that are not met. This process is used to check whether an analysis for checking the recursive alarms
of an alarm with the last priority is correct.
[0082] Then, alarm C is performed an elimination confirming operation and is changed to be a history alarm. The set
of the current existing alarms is EG, the alarms E and G are selected to be reanalyzed. It is checked whether only alarms
E and G are displayed on the current refreshed root alarm interface and the derivate alarms of the alarms E and G are
empty (or whether the current derivate alarm is empty). This process is used to check whether the analysis that there
is no derivate alarm for an alarm is correct. The process above is repeatedly performed until all the columns from the
second column to last column in the correlation rule matrix are checked. During the process, the checking module 906
automatically records the rules that are met as well as the rules that are not met.
[0083] It can be seen from this embodiment that by emulating network elements, constructing all alarms at a time and
checking a correlation rule matrix by using the "column-by-column elimination method", the limitation existing in real
devices is broken, priorities and recursion are checked thoroughly, rapidly and conveniently, and all the major defects
existing in the conventional checking methods are overcome.
[0084] It should be understood by those skilled in the art that the apparatus shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are designed
to realize the methods shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6, and the functions of each processing unit and each processing module
in the apparatus shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 can be realized by the related description in the methods shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. 6, and the functions of each processing unit and each processing module can be realized by programs running
in a processor or corresponding logic circuits.
[0085] Above description is only to illustrate the preferred embodiments but not to limit the present invention. Various
alterations and changes to the present invention are apparent to those skilled in the art. The scope defined in claims
shall comprise any modification, equivalent substitution and improvement within the spirit and principle of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A method for determining a correlation matrix of alarms, characterized by comprising:

determining correlation of the alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises correspondence between
derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship among the direct root alarms corre-
sponding to a same derivate alarm; and
generating a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms according to the correlation of the alarms, and
generating the correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted layered directed graph.

2. The method according to Claim 1, characterized in that the correlation further comprises source points of the
alarms and reasons for generating the alarms.

3. The method according to Claim 1, characterized in that the step of generating a weighted layered directed graph
of alarms according to the correlation of the alarms comprises:

placing a derivate alarm in a layer below the direct root alarms corresponding thereto, and indicating the cor-
respondence between a direct root alarm and the derivate alarm by a unidirectional arrow, wherein if the derivate
alarm corresponds to at least two direct root alarms, unidirectional arrows between the at least two direct root
alarms and the derivate alarm are arranged clockwise from left to right according to a priority order, and weights
corresponding to priorities of the unidirectional arrows are marked on the unidirectional arrows.
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4. The method according to Claim 3, characterized in that when an alarm has at least two layers in the weighted
layered directed graph, the alarm is located in the lowest layer of the at least two layers in the weighted layered
directed graph.

5. The method according to Claim 3 or 4, characterized in that the step of generating the correlation matrix of the
alarms according to the weighted layered directed graph comprises:

searching the weighted layered directed graph from top to down and, for each layer, from left to right; orderly
taking all alarms searched out as matrix elements in the first column of the correlation matrix; for each matrix
element alarm in the first column, searching, according to in-degree thereof, from left to right in a clockwise
direction, for parent nodes of the matrix element alarm; and in the searched out patent nodes, taking an alarm
node in a highest layer and with a smallest weight as a matrix element in the second column of the matrix
element alarm, and an alarm node in a second highest layer and with a second smallest weight as a matrix
element in the third column of the matrix element alarm, and repeating the process until a parent node in a
lowest layer and with a highest weight is searched.

6. A method for analyzing correlation of alarms, characterized by comprising:

determining correlation of alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises correspondence between derivate
alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship among the direct root alarms corresponding to
a same derivate alarm;
generating a weighted layered directed graph of the alarms according to the correlation of the alarms, and
generating a correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted layered directed graph; and
outputting the root alarms and the derivate alarm thereof in generated alarms according to matched cases
between the generated alarms and matrix element alarms in the rows of the correction matrix.

7. The method according to Claim 6, characterized in that a step of matching the generated alarms and the matrix
element alarms in the rows of the correlation matrix comprises:

for each alarm in the generated alarms, searching a correlation rule matrix for rows starting with the alarm, and
searching all the generated alarms starting from the second column to find whether there is a matched alarm,
wherein if there is a matched alarm, a root alarm corresponding to the alarm is found.

8. An apparatus for determining a correlation matrix of alarms, characterized by comprising:

a determination unit configured to determine correlation of the alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises
correspondence between derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship among the
direct root alarms corresponding to a same derivate alarm;
a weighted layered directed graph generation unit configured to generate a weighted layered directed graph of
the alarms according to the correlation of the alarms; and
a correlation matrix generation unit configured to generate a correlation matrix of the alarms according to the
weighted layered directed graph.

9. The apparatus according to Claim 8, characterized in that the weighted layered directed graph generation unit
generating the weighted layered directed graph of the alarms weighted layered directed graph according to the
correlation of the alarms comprises:

placing a derivate alarm in a layer below the direct root alarms corresponding thereto, and indicating the cor-
respondence between a direct root alarm and the derivate alarm by a unidirectional arrow, wherein if the derivate
alarm corresponds to at least two direct root alarms, unidirectional arrows between the at least two direct root
alarms and the derivate alarm are arranged clockwise from left to right according to a priority order, and weights
corresponding to priorities of the unidirectional arrows are marked on the unidirectional arrows.

10. The apparatus according to Claim 9, characterized in that when an alarm has at least two layers in the weighted
layered directed graph, the alarm is located in a lowest layer of the at least two layers in the weighted layered
directed graph.

11. The apparatus according to Claim 9 or 10, characterized in that the correlation matrix generation unit generating
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the correlation matrix of the alarms according to the weighted layered directed graph comprises:

searching the weighted layered directed graph from top to down and, for each layer, from left to right; orderly
taking all alarms searched out as matrix elements in the first column of the correlation matrix; for each matrix
element alarm in the first column, searching, according to in-degree thereof, from left to right in a clockwise
direction in the weighted layered directed graph, for parent nodes of the matrix element alarm; and in the
searched out parent nodes, taking an alarm node in a highest layer and with a smallest weight as a matrix
element in the second column of the matrix element alarm, and an alarm node in a second highest layer and
with a second smallest weight as a matrix element in the third column of the matrix element alarm, and repeating
the process until a parent node in a lowest layer and with a highest weight is searched.

12. An apparatus for analyzing correlation of alarms, characterized by comprising:

a determination unit configured to determine correlation of alarms, wherein the correlation at least comprises
correspondence between derivate alarms and direct root alarms thereof, and a priority relationship among the
direct root alarms corresponding to a same derivate alarm;
a weighted layered directed graph generation unit configured to generate a weighted layered directed graph of
the alarms according to the correlation of the alarms;
a correlation matrix generation unit configured to generate an correlation matrix of the alarms according to the
weighted layered directed graph;
an alarm matching unit configured to match generated alarms with matrix element alarms in the rows of the
correlation matrix; and
a result output unit configured to output the root alarms and the derivate alarms thereof in the generated alarms
according to matched cases between the generated alarms and the matrix element alarms in the rows of the
correction matrix.

13. The apparatus according to Claim 12, characterized in that for each alarm in the generated alarms, the alarm
matching unit searches a correlation rule matrix for rows starting with the alarm, and searches all the generated
alarms starting from the second column to find whether there is a matched alarm, wherein if there is a matched
alarm, a root alarm corresponding to the alarm is found.

14. A system for checking an apparatus for analyzing correlation of alarms, characterized by comprising:

a driving module configured to emulate network elements, construct alarms in a predetermined alarm correlation
rule table, and report the alarms to the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarms; and
a checking module configured to check whether the output results of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation
of the alarms for the alarms conform to rules in the alarm correlation rule table.

15. The system according to Claim 14, characterized in that the system further comprises: a database module con-
figured to store the predetermined alarm correlation rule table.

16. The system according to Claim 14 or 15, characterized in that the checking module is further configured to record
whether the output result of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarms conforms to all the rules in the
predetermined alarm correlation rule table.

17. The system according to Claim 16, characterized in that the alarm correlation rule table has a correlation rule
matrix data structure.

18. The system according to Claim 17, characterized in that in the matrix data structure, the first column comprises
all the alarms in the predetermined alarm correlation rule table, and all root alarms corresponding to an alarm in the
first column of each row are listed in columns from the second column to the last valued column of the row.

19. The system according to Claim 18, characterized in that the second column comprises recursive root alarms with
a first priority, the third column comprises recursive root alarms with a second priority, and the rest columns can be
deduced in the same manner; from the second column to the last valued column, the respective column values in
each column are identical.

20. The system according to Claim 19, characterized in that a set of column values in the first columns of respective
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rows where the identical values are located is a set of all derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding to the identical
values in the column.

21. The system according to Claim 20, characterized in that the alarm is a root alarm if there is no value in the second
column.

22. A method for checking an apparatus for analyzing correlation of alarms, characterized by comprising:

emulating network elements, constructing alarms in a predetermined alarm correlation rule table, and reporting
the alarms to the apparatus for analyzing the alarm correlation; and
checking whether the output results of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of alarms for the alarm conform
to rules in the alarm correlation rule table.

23. The method according to Claim 22, characterized in that the method further comprises:

recording whether the output results of the apparatus for analyzing the correlation of the alarms for the alarms
conform to the rules in the alarm correlation rule table.

24. The method according to Claim 23, characterized in that the method further comprises: generating a correlation
rule data matrix having a correlation rule matrix data structure according to the alarm correlation rule table.

25. The method according to Claim 24, characterized in that in the correlation rule data matrix, the first column
comprises all the alarms in the alarm correlation rule table, and all the root alarms corresponding to the alarms in
the first column are listed in the columns from the second column to the last valued column in each row.

26. The method according to Claim 25, characterized in that the second column comprises recursive root alarms with
a first priority, the third column comprises recursive root alarms with a second priority, and the rest columns can be
deduced in the same manner; from the second column to the last valued column, respective values in each column
are identical.

27. The method according to Claim 26, characterized in that a set of values in the first columns of respective rows
where identical values in a column are located is a set of all derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding to the identical
values in the column.

28. The method according to Claim 27, characterized in that the step of analyzing the output result of the apparatus
for analyzing the correlation of the alarms comprises:

checking whether the root alarm of the alarm is a value in the second column corresponding to the alarm in the
correlation rule matrix, or checking whether the derivate alarms of an alarm corresponding to the a value in the
second column comprise the set of the alarms corresponding to the values in the first column that is corresponding
to the values in the second column, if it is determined to be yes, determining that the alarm corresponding to
the values in the second column is the root alarm of the alarm;
clearing the alarm of the second column to make the alarm be a history alarm;
checking whether the root alarm of the alarm is a value in the third column corresponding to the alarm in the
correlation rule matrix, or checking whether the derivate alarms of the alarm of the values in the third column
comprise the set of the alarms corresponding to the values in the first column that is corresponding to the value
of the third column, if it is determined to be yes, determining that the alarm corresponding to the values in the
third column is the root alarm of the alarm;
clearing the alarm of the third column to make the alarm be a history alarm; and
repeating the above process until all the alarms corresponding to values of valued columns are cleared.

29. The method according to Claim 28, characterized in that the alarm is a root alarm if there is no value in the second
column.
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